The Minnesota Principals Academy, the University of Minnesota’s executive development program for school leaders, focuses on creating schools where all students achieve at high levels and are engaged in an equitable learning environment that meets their needs. The program is partially funded through a legislatively allocated grant from the Minnesota Department of Education and uses proven curriculum from the National Institute of School Leadership as its foundation. It is tailored to meet the needs of Minnesota leaders through the direct involvement of U of M faculty and practitioner facilitators.

**Participants:** Over 460 principals and school leaders have participated in the Academy since 2006. The current Thief River Falls and Twin Cities’ cohorts serve 62 leaders from 59 schools that represent 24 districts, 3 charter schools, and 1 state academy.

**Content:** The two-day units cover a comprehensive look at the improvements of schools through a standards-aligned instructional system. Unit topics include: international benchmarking; strategic thinking; foundations of effective learning; mathematics and science; literacy and history; ELL and special education; data and assessment; teacher evaluation and coaching; promoting the learning organization; teams for instructional leadership; and driving and sustaining transformation. Each participant completes an Action Learning Project where they identify and analyze a problem of practice in their context, develop a strategy for improvement, and rigorously evaluate that strategy in order to make continued improvement.

**Cost and Funding:** The cost of the program is $7000 per participant. Half of that cost is covered for public school leaders through legislative funding ($150,000/year) appropriated to Minnesota Department of Education. As a result, the actual cost for participants is $3500, or $125/day. The U of M was recently awarded a one-time grant from the Legislative Coordinating Commission to be used to reduce the program cost for charter school leaders. This grant will allow 10 charter school leaders to participate for $1000, or $36/day in either of the cohorts set to begin in the fall of 2017.

**How to Apply:** Applications are available online at [http://www.cehd.umn.edu/OLPD/PA/cohort.html](http://www.cehd.umn.edu/OLPD/PA/cohort.html) The next Twin Cities cohort is set to begin early fall of 2017. Individual participant applications are now being accepted through March 30th. In partnership with MASSP and MESPA, the Twin Cities Academy will be held at the TIES Conference Center at 1667 Snelling Ave, St Paul, MN. The Twin Cities cohort will accept 35 participants.

---

Selection Factors
- Leadership responsibility for an entire school or program (principal, assistant principal)
- If assistant principal, exercised responsibility for instructional programming beyond student discipline
- An interest in improving as an instructional leader and improving academic outcomes for students
- A commitment to leading a Minnesota school/program for at least the next 3 years

Application Materials
- Minnesota Principals Academy Application [PDF] – signed by superintendent or Charter School Board Chair
- Professional vita/resume including licensure areas, places and years of employment, professional activities and awards.

Submission
- Applications should be submitted via email to Dr. Pekel (kpekel@umn.edu) at the University of Minnesota.
- Application deadline is March 30, 2017.
- Applicants will be notified by April 30 regarding decisions.

Outcomes:
The Center for Applied Research and Educational Improvement is conducting an evaluation of the two current legislatively-funded cohorts. Preliminary data from summative participant evaluations from the sessions in both cohorts to date shows the following:

- 95% of participants strongly agreed or agreed that the content of the Academy was relevant, useful and supported learning objectives.
- 93% of participants strongly agreed or agreed that the facilitators were knowledgeable and able to answer questions deftly.
- 90% of participants strongly agreed or agreed that the readings are relevant and help their understanding of the overall theme of the unit.
- 90% of participants strongly agreed or agreed that they see applicability of the content of each unit to their work as an educational leader.

Academy Participant Testimonials:

“The Minnesota Principals Academy is the best professional development I have ever been a part of.”
- Joel Leer, Principal, Northfield High School

“...one of the things that separates the Academy from other professional development opportunities is that it’s really action-oriented. It’s not just sit and get. From day one you are getting things that will help your school...”
- Eric Fort, Assistant Principal, Tartan High School

“The Minnesota Principal Academy was the best professional development that I have received in my eleven years as an elementary principal. The ability to network and share ideas with colleagues working in the field has been invaluable in my continued growth as the instructional leader in my school.”
- Julie Greiman, Principal, Scandia Elementary School

For additional information, contact: Dr. Katie Pekel, University of Minnesota kpekel@umn.edu 612-625-7002